Disaster Plans – Robin Casey and Veni Harlan

While we’ve been blessed so far with a quiet hurricane season we would like to remind members that a variety of disasters can strike at any time. Please take the time to check out the BCOA ReadyBorzoi link on the BCOA homepage. We would also like to ask anyone who wishes to become a state volunteer to contact Robin Casey or Veni Harlan. Current volunteers please review your contact information and send any updates to:

Robin Casey
sgborzoi@aol.com

or

Veni Harlan
farfieldborzoi@mac.com
ROM report – Barbara Ewing

Applications have been received for the following dogs who qualify for the ROM with the designations shown?

Dams:
CH Tahoe’s Belle o’Chihawk, JC
CH Zabava Winter Berry, JC

ROM-C
ROMX-C

Sires:
CH Auroral’s Across Time Sirius
DC Tahoe’s Bold Bidder

ROM-C
ROM